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FACTS

AND

PROPOSIT IONS

THIs courseof lectureswhich I am now beginningI havecalled
the Philosophy of Logical Atomism. Perhaps I had fuetterbegin
by sayinga word or two as to what I understandby that title.
The kind of philosophy that I wish to advocate,which I call
Logical Atomism, is one which has forced itself upon me in the
courseof thinking about the philosophyof mathematics,although
I should find it hard to say exactly how far there is a definite
logicalconnexionbetweenthe two. The things I am going to say
in theselecturesare mainly my own personalopinionsand I do
not claim that they are more than that.
As I have attempted to prove in The Principlesof Mathematics,
when we analysemathematicswe bring it all back to logic. It all
comesback to logic in the strictest and most formal sense.In the
presentlectures,I shall try to set forth in a sort of outline, rather
briefly and rather unsatisfactorily,a kind of logical doctrine which
seemsto me to result from the philosophy of mathematics-not
exactlylogically,but aswhat emergesasone reflects:a certainkind
of logicaldoctrine,and on the basisof this a certainkind of metaphysic. The logic which I shall advocateis atomistic, as opposed
to the monisticlogic of the peoplewho more or lessfollow Hegel.
When I saythat my logic is atomistic,I meanthat I sharethe common-sensebelief that there are many separatethings; I do not regard the apparent multiplicity of the world as consisting merely
in phasesand unreal divisions of a single indivisible Reality. It
results from that, that a considerablepart of what one would have
to do to justify the sort of philosophy I wish to advocatewould
consistin justifying the processof analysis.One is often told that
the processof analysisis falsification, that when you analyseany
given concretewhole you falsify it and that the results of analysis
arenot true. I do not think that is a right view. I do not meanto say,
of course,and nobody would maintain,that when you have analysed you keep everything that you had before you analysed.If
you did, you would never attain anything in analysing.I do not
proposeto meet the viewsthat I disagreewith by controversy,by
arguingagainstthoseviews,-butrather by positivelysettingio-rtir
what I believeto be the truth aboutthe matter,and endeavour-ing
all the way through to make the views that I advocateresuli
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inevitably from absolutely undeniable data. When I talk of 'undeniable data' that is not to be regarded as synonymous with 'true
data', because'undeniable'is a psychologicalterm and'true'is not.
When I say that something is 'undeniable', I mean that it is not
the sort of thing that anybody is goipg to deny; it does not follow
from that that it is true, though it does follow that we shall all
think it true-and that is as near to truth as we seem able to get.
When you are considering any sort of theory of knowledge' you
are more or less tied to a certain unavoidable subjectivity, because
you are not concerned simply with the questioh what is true of the
world, but 'What can I know of the world?' You always have to
start any kind of argument from something which aPpearsto you
to be true; if it appears to you to be true, there is no more to be
done. You cannot go outside yourself and consider abstractly
rvhether the things that appear to you to be true are true; you may
do this in a particular case, where one of your beliefs is changed
in consequence of others among your beliefs.
The reasonthat I call my doctrine logical atomism is becausethe
atoms that I wish to arrive at as the sort of last residue in analysis
are logical atoms and not physical atoms. Some of them will be
what I call 'particulars'-such things as little patches of colour or
sounds, momentary things-and some of them will be predicates
or relations and so on. The point is that the atom I wish to arrive
at is the atom of logical analysis, not the atom of physical analysis.
It is a rather curious fact in philosophy that the data which are
undeniable to start with are always rather vague and ambiguous.
You can, for instance, sayt 'There are a number of people in this
room at this moment.' That is obviously in some senseundeniable.
But when you come to try and define what this room is, and what
it is for a person to be in a room, and how you are going to distinguish one person from another, and so forth, you find that what
you have said is most fearfully vague and that you really do not
know what you meant. That is a rather singular fact, that everything you are really sure of, right off is something that you do not
know the meaning of, and the moment you get a precise statement
you will not be sure whether it is true or false, at least right off.
The processof sound philosophizing, to my mind, consists mainly
in passing from those obvious, vague' ambiguous things, that we
feel quite sure of, to something precise, clear, definite, which by
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reflection and analysiswe find is involved in the vague thing that
we staft from, and is, so to speak,the real truth of which that vague
thing is a sort of shadow.I should like, if time were longerand if
I knew more than I do, to spenda whole lecture on the conception
of vagueness.I think vaguenessis very much more important in
the theory of knowledgethan you would judge it to be from the
writings of mostpeople.Everythingis vagueto a degreeyou do not
realizetill you havetried to make it precise,and everything precise
is so remote from everything that we normally think, that you cannot for a moment supposethat is what we really mean when we say
what we think.
When you passfrom the vagueto the preciseby the method of
analysisand reflection that I am speakingof, you always run a
certain risk of error. If I start with the statementthat there are so
and so many peoplein this room, and then set to work to makethat
statement precise, I shall run a great many risks and it will be
extremely likely that any precise statementI make will be something not true at all. So you cannot very easily or simply get from
these vague undeniable things to precise things which are going
to retain the undeniability of the starting-point. The precisepropositions that you arrive at may be hgically premissesto the system that you build up upon the basis of them, but they are not
premissesfor the theory of knowledge.It is important to realize
the differencebetweenthat from which your knowledgeis, in fact,
derived, and that from which, if you already had completeknowledge,you would deduceit. Those are quite different things. The
sort of premissthat a logicianwill takefor a sciencewill not be the
sort of thing which is first known or easiestknown: it will be a
proposition having great deductive power, great cogency and
exactitude, quite a different thing from the actual premiss that
your knowledgestarted from. When you are talking of the premiss
for theory of knowledge,you are not talking of anything objective,
but of something that will vary from man to man, becausethe
premissesof one nihn's theory of knowledgewill not be the same
as thoseof another man's. There is a great tendencyamonga very
large school to supposethat when you are trying to philosophize
about what you know, you ought to carry back your premisses
further and further into the region of the inexact and vague, beyond the point where you yourselfare, right back to the child or
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monkey,and that anything whatsoeverthat you seemto know-but
that the psychologistrecognizesas being the product of previous
thought and analysisand reflection on your part-cannot really be
taken as a premissin your own knowledge.That, I say,is a theory
which is very widely held and which is used againstthat kind of
analytic outlook which I wish to urge. ft seemsto me that when
your object is, not simply to study the history or developmentof
mind, but to ascertainthe nature of the world, you do not want to
go any further back than you are Uready yourself. You do not
want to go back to the vaguenessof the child or monkey, because
you will find that quite sufficient difficulty is raised by your own
vagueness.But there one is confronted by one of those difficulties
that occur constantly in philosoph!, where you have two ultimate
prejudices conflicting and where argument ceases.There is the
type of mind which considersthat what is called primitive experiencemust be a better guide to wisdom than the experienceof reflective persons,and there is the type of mind which takesexactly
the oppositeview. On that point I cannot seeany argument whatsoever.It is quite clear that a highly educatedperson sees,hears,
feels, does everything in a very different way from a young child
or animal, and that this whole manner of experiencingthe world
and of thinking about the world is very much more analytic than
that of a more primitive experience.The things we have got to
take as premissesin any kind of work of analysisare the things
which appearto ru undeniable-to us here and now, as we areand I think on the whole that the sort of method adoptedby Descartes is right: that you should set to work to doubt things and
retain only what you cannot doubt becauseof its clearnessand
distinctness,not becauseyou are sure not to be induced into
error, for there does not exist a method which will safeguardyou
againstthe possibility of error. The wish for perfect security is one
of those snareswe are alwaysfalling into, and is just as untenable
in the realm of knowledge as in everything else. Nevertheless,
granting all this, I think that Descartes'smethod is on the whole
a sound one for the starting-point.
I propose,therefore, alwaysto begin any argument that I have
to makeby appealingto datawhich will be quite ludicrouslyobvious. Any philosophicalskill that is required will consist in the
selection of those which are capable of yielding a good deal of
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reflection and analysis,and in the reflection and analysis themselves.
What I have said so far is by way of introduction.
The first truism to which I wish to draw your attention-and I
hope you will agreewith me that thesethings that I call truisms
are so obviousthat it is almost laughableto mention them-is that
the world containsfacts,which are what they are whateverwe may
chooseto think about them, and that there are alsobeliefs,which
have referenie to facts, and by referenceto facts are either true
or false. I will try first of all to give you a preliminary explanation
of what I mean by a 'fact'. When I speakof a fact-I do not propose to attempt an exact definition, but an explanation, so that
you will know what I am talking about-I mean the kind of thing
that makesa proposition true or false.If I say 'It is raining', what
I say is true in a certain condition of weather and is falsein other
conditions of weather. The condition of weather that makes my
statementtrue (or falseasthe casemay be), is what I should call a
'fact'. If I say 'Socratesis dead', my statementwill be true owing
to a certain physiologicaloccurrencewhich happenedin Athens
long ago. If I say,'Gravitation variesinverselyasthe squareof the
distance', my statementis renderedtrue by astronomicalfact. If
I say, 'Two and two are four', it is arithmeticalfact that makesmy
statementtrue. On the other hand, if I say'Socratesis alive', or
'Gravitationvariesdirectly as the distance',or'Two and two are
five', the very samefacts which mademy previousstatementstrue
show that thesenew statementsare false.
I want you to rcalizethat when I speakof.af.actI do not mean a
particular existing thing, such as Socratesor the rain or the sun.
Socrateshimself doesnot render any statementtrue or false.You
might be inclined to supposethat all by himself he would give truth
to the statement'Socratesexisted', but as a matter of fact that is a
mistake.It is due to a confusionwhich I shall try to explain in the
sixth lecture of this course,when I come to deal with the notion
of existence.Socrates*himself, or any particular thing just by itself, doesnot make any proposition true or false.'Socratesis dead'
and 'Socratesis alive' are both of them statementsabout Socrates.
One is true and the other false. What I call a fact is the sort of
' I am here for the moment treating Socrates as a 'particular'. But we shall
cee shortly that this view requires modification,
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thing that is expressedby a whole sentence,not by a singlename
like 'socrates'.When a singleword doescome to exPressa fact,
context,and
like'fire' or'wolf', it is alwaysdue to an unexpressed
involve
sentence,
We
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certain
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for
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another
thing;
that
it
certain
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certain
but the thing which has the property or the relation is not what I
call a 'fact'.
It is important to observethat factsbelongto the objectiveworld.
They are not createdby our thoughts or beliefs excePtin special
cases.That is one of the sort of things which I shouldset up as an
obvious truism, but, of course,one is aware,the moment one has
readany philosophyat all, how very much there is to be said before
such a statementas that can becomethe kind of positionthat you
want. The first thing I want to emphasizeis that the outer worldthe world, so to speak,which knowledgeis aiming at knowing-is
not completelydescribedby a lot of 'particulars',but that you
must also take accountof thesethings that I call facts, which are
the sort of things that you exPressby a sentence,and that these,
just as much as particular chairs and tables,are Part of the real
world. Except in psychology,most of our statementsare not intended merely to expressour condition of mind, though that is
often all that they succeedin doing. They are intendedto express
facts, which (except when they are psychologicalfacts) will be
aboutthe outerworld. There aresuchfactsinvolved,equallywhen
we speaktruly and when we speakfalsely. When we speakfalsely
it is an objective fact that makes what we say false, and it is an
objectivefact which makeswhat we saytrue when we speaktruly.
There are a great many different kinds of facts, and we shall be
concernedin later lectureswith a certain amount of classification
of facts.I will just point out a few kinds of factsto begin with, so
that you may not imaginethat facts are all very much alike. There
areparticular facts, such as 'This is white'; then there aregeneral
facts, suchas 'All men are mortal'. Of course,the distinctionbetween particular and general facts is one of the most important.
There again it would be a very great mistake to supPosethat you
could describethe world completelyby meansof particularfacts
in chroniclingeverysingle
alone.Supposethat you had succeeded
particular fact throughout the universe' and that there did not
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exist a single particular fact of any sort anywhere that you had
not chronicled, you still would not have got a complete description of the universe unless you also added: 'These that I have
chronicled are all the particular facts there are'. So you cannot
hope to describethe world cornpletelywithout having generalfacts
as well as particular facts. Another distinction, which is perhaps
a little more difficult to make, is betweenpositive facts and negative facts, such as 'Socrates was alive'-a positive fact-and
'Socratesis not alive'-you might say a negative fact.* But the
distinction is difficult to make precise.Then there are facts concerning particular things or particular qualities or relations, and,
apart from them, the completelygeneralfacts of the sort that you
have in logic, where there is no mention of any constituent whatever of the actual world, no mention of any particular thing or
particular quality or particular relation, indeed strictly you may
say no mention of anything. That is one of the characteristicsof
logical propositions,that they mention nothing. Such a proposition is: 'If one classis part of another,a term which is a member
of the one is alsoa member of the other'. All thosewords that come

facts about the properties of single things; and facts about the
relations between two things, three things, and so on; and any
number of different classificationsof someof the fhctsin the worrd,
which are important for different purposes.
It is obviousthat there is not a dualismoftrue and falsefacts;
there are only just facts. It would be a mistake, of course,to sry
that all facts-aretrue. That would be a mistake becausetrue ani
falseare correlatives,and you would only sayof a thing that it was
true if it was the so$.of thing that might be false.A fact cannot be
either true or false.That brings us on to the qriestionof statements
or propositions or judgments, all those things that do have the
duality of truth and falsehood.For the purposesof logic, though
not, I think, for the purposesof theory of knowledge,ii is natu;l
to concentrateupon the proposition as the thing which is going
t Negative facts are further discussed
in a later lccture.
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to be our typical vehicle on the fluality of truth and falsehood.A
proposition,onemay say,is a sentencein the indicative,a sentence
assertingsomething,not questioning or commanding or wishing.
It may also be a sentenceof that sort precededby the word 'that'.
For example,'That Socratesis alive', 'That two and two are four',
'That two and two are five', anything of that sort will be a proposition.
A propositionis just a symbol. It is a complex symbol in the
sensethat it has parts lirhich are also symbols: a symbol may be
defined as complex when it has parts that are symbols. In a sentence containing severalwords, the severalwords are each symbols, and the sentencecomposing them is therefore a complex
symbol in that sense.There is a good dealof importanceto philosophy in the theory of symbolism, a good deal more than at one
time I thought. I think the importance is almost entirely negative,
i.e., the importancelies in the fact that unlessyou are fairly selfconsciousabout symbols,unlessyou are fairly awareof the relation
of the symbol to what it symbolizes,you will find yourself attributing to the thing propertieswhich only belongto the symbol.That,
of course, is especiallylikely in very abstract studies such as
philosophical logic, becausethe subject-matter that you are supposedto be thinking of is so exceedinglydifficult and elusivethat
any person who has ever tried to think about it knows you do not
think about it exceptperhapsoncein six months for half a minute.
The rest of the time you think about the symbols, becausethey
are tangible,but the thing you are supposedto be thinking about
is fearfully difficult and one doesnot often manageto think about
it. The really good philosopher is the one who does once in six
months think about it for a minute. Bad philosophersnever do.
. That is why the theory of symbolismhas a certain importance,
becauseotherwiseyou are so certain to mistake the properties of
the symbolismfor the propertiesof the thing. It has other interesting sidesto it too. There are different kinds of symbols, different
kinds of relation betweensyn'rboland what is symbolized,and
very important fallaciesarise from not realizing this. The sort of
contradictionsabout which I shall be speakingin connexionwith
types in a later lecture all arisefrom mistakesin symbolism,from
putting one soft of symbol in the place where another sort of
symbol ought to be. Some of the notions that have been thought
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absolutelyfundamentalin philosophyhavearisen,I believe,entirely
through mistakesasto symbolism-e.g., the notion of existence,or,
if you like, reality. Those two words stand for a great deal that
hasbeendiscussedin philosophy.There hasbeenthi theory about
every proposition being really a description of reality as a whole
and so on, and altogether these notions of reality and existence
have played a very prominent part in philosophy. Nov., my own
belief is that as they have occurred in philosophy, they have been
entirely the outcomeof a muddle about symbolism, and that when
y-o] haye clearedup that muddle, you find thar practically everything that has been said about existenceis sheei and simple mistake, and that is all you can say about it. I shall go into ihat in a
later lecture, but it is an exampleof the way in *hich symbolism
is important.
PerhapsI ought to say a word or two about what I am understanding by symbolism, becauseI think some people think you
only mean mathematicalsymbolswhen you talk;bout symbolism.
f-am using it in a senseto include all languageof every sort and
kind, so that every word is a symbol, and every sentence,and so
forth. When I speak of a symbol I simply mean something that
'means' somethingelse,and as to what I mean by ,meaningil
"rna
not prepared to tell you. I will in the courseof time enumerate
strictly infinite number of different things that ,meaning'may mean
but I shall not consider that I have exhaustedthe discussionbv
doing that. I think that the notion of meaning is always
o,
lesspsychological,and that it is not possibleto get a pure
-or"
logical
theory of meaning,nor thereforeof symbolism.I think thatlt is
of the very essenceof the explanationof what you mean by a symbol to takeaccountof suchthings asknowing, of cognitiverlhtions,
arrd probably alsoof association.At any rate I am pretty clear that
the theory of symbolism and the use of symbolism is not a thing
that can be explainedin pure logic without taking account of thi
various"cognitiverelationsthat you may haveto things.
As to what one-meansby'meaning', I will give Jfew illustrations. For instance, the word 'socrates', you will say, means a
certain man; the word 'mortal' meansa certain qualiiy; and the
sentence'socratesis mortal' meansa certainfact. But thesethree
sorts of meaning are entirely distinct, and you will get into the
most hopelesscontradictionsif you think the word ,meaning' has
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the samemeaningin eachqf thesethree cases.It is very important
not to supposethat there isjust onething which is meantby'meaning', and that thereforethere is just one sort of relation of the symbol to what is symbolized.A name would be a proper symbol to
use for a personl a sentence(or a proposition) is the proper symbol for a fact.
A belief or a statementhas duality of truth and falsehood,which
the fact does not have. A belief or a statementalways involves a
proposition. You saythat a man believesthat so and so is the case.
A man believesthat Socratesis dead. What he believesis a proposition on the face of it, and for formal purPosesit is convenient
to take the proposition as the essentialthing having the duality
of truth and falsehood.It is very important to realizesuch things,
for instance,as that propositionsare not namesfor facts. It is quite
obvious as soon as it is pointed out to you, but as a matter of fact
I never had realizedit until it was pointed out to me by a former
pupil of mine, Wittgenstein. It is perfectly evident as soon as you
think of it, that a proposition is not a name for a f.act,from the
mere circumstancethat there are two propositions corresponding
to each fact. Supposeit is a fact that Socratesis dead. You have
two propositions:'socrates is dead' and 'Socratesis not dead'.
And those two propositions correspondingto the samefact, there
is one fact in the world which makesone true and one false. That
is not accidental,and illustrateshow the relationof propositionto
fact is a totally different one from the relation of nameto the thing
named.For eachfact there are two propositions,one true and one
false, and there is nothing in the nature of the symbol to show us
which is the true one and which is the false one. If there were,
you could ascertainthe truth about the world by examining propositionswithout looking around you.
There are two different relations,as you see,that a proposition
may have to a fact: the one the relation that you may call being
true to the fact, and the other being false to the fact. Both are
equally essentiallylogical relationswhich may subsistbetweenthe
two, whereasin the caseof a name, there is only one relation that
it can have to what it names.A name can just name a particular,
or, if it doesnot, it is not a name at all, it is a noise.It cannot be a
name without having just that one particular relation of naming
a certain thing, whereas a proposition does not ceaseto be a
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proposition if it is false. It has thesetwo ways, of being true and
being false, which together correspondto the property of being a
name. Just as a word may be a name or be not a name but just a
meaninglessnoise, so a phrase rvhich is apparently a proposition
may be either true or false,or rnaybe meaningless,but the true and
false belong together as againstthe meaningless.That shows, of
course,that the formal logical characteristicsof propositions are
quite different from thoseof names,and that the relationsthey have
to factsare quite different,and thereforepropositionsarenot names
for facts. You must not run away with the idea that you can
name facts in any other way; you cannot. You cannot name them
at all. You cannotproperly name a fact. The only thing you can do
is to assertit, or deny it, or desireit, or will it, or wish it, or question it, but all those are things involving the whole proposition.
You can never put the sort of thing that makesa propositionto
be true or falsein the position of a logicalsubject.You can only
have it there as somethingto be assertedor denied or something
of that sort, but not something to be named.

of obviousnessthat belongs to things of which you never know
what they mean, but I should never get back to that statement.
I should say, here is a thing. We seem somehowconvinced that
there is truth buried in this thing somewhere.We will look at it
inside and out until we have extracted something and can say,
now that is true. It will not really be the sameas the thing we
startedfrom becauseit will be so much more analyticand precise.
Question:Does it not look asthough you could name a fact by a
date?
Mr. Russell:You can apparently name facts, but I do not think
you can really: you alwaysfind that if you set out the whole thing
fully, it was not so. Supposeyou say 'The death of Socrates'.You
might say, thit is a name for the fact that Socratesdied. But it
obviously is not. You can seethat the moment you take accountof
truth and falsehood.Supposinghe had not died, the phrasewould
still be just as significant although there could not be then anything you could name.But supposinghe had neverlived,the sound
'socrates'wouldnot be a nameat all. You canseeit in anotherway.
You can say 'The death of Socratesis a fiction'. Supposeyou had
read in the paper that the Kaiser had been assassinated,and it
turned out to be not true. You could then say, 'The death of the
Kaiser is a fiction'. It is clear that there is no such thing in the
world asa fiction, and yet that statementis a perfectly sound statement. From this it follows that 'The death of the Kaiser' is not a
name.
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Discussion
Question:Do you take your starting-point 'That there are many
things' as a postulatewhich is to be carried along all through, or
has to be proved afterward?
Mr. Russell:No, neither the one nor the other. I do not take
it as a postulatethat 'There are many things'. I should take it
that, in so far as it can be proved,the proof is empirical,and ttrat
the disproofs that have been offered are a priori. The empirical
person would naturally say, there are many things. The monistic
philosopher attempts to show that there are not. I should propose
to refute his a priori arguments. I do not consider there is any
logical necessityfor there to be many things, nor for there not to
be many things.
Question:I mea&in making a start, whether you start with the
empirical or the a priori philosophy, do you make your statement
just at the beginningand come back to prove it, or do you never
come back to the proof of it?
Mr. Russell:No, you never comeback. It is like the acornto the
oak. You never get back to the acorn in the oak. I should like
a statementwhich would be rough and vague and have that sort

II.
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I proposeto begin to-day the analysisof facts and propositions.
for in a way the chief thesisthat I haveto maintain is the legitimacy
of analysis,becauseif one goesinto what I call Logical Atomism
that meansthat one doesbelievethe world can be analysedinto a
number of separatethings with relationsand so forth, and that the
sort of argumentsthat many philosophersuse againstanalysisare
not justifiable.
In a philosophy of logical atomism one might suPposethat the
first thing to do would be to discover the kinds of atoms out of
which logical structures are composed.But I do not think that is
quire the first thing; it is one of the early things, but not quite the

